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13

THE KYLES OF BUTE AND LOCH RIDDON

The Kyles of Bute comprise narrow channels which curve around the northern end of Bute
and are contained by the uplands of north Bute and the long Cowal peninsulas. The West
Kyle, also known as the Kerry Kyle, extends from Ardlamont Point and Kildavanan Point on
Bute in the south to the distinct ‘pinch-point’ formed by the prominent hill of Creag Rubha
Bhain, which lies to the north of Tighnabruaich, and the craggy Corval Hill on Bute which
marks the threshold to Loch Riddon. The narrow sea loch of Loch Riddon penetrates into
the rugged steep-sided uplands of Cowal and lies at the end of the long glen of Glendaruel.
The East Kyle extends to the pinch-point of promontories at Strone Point and Ardmaleish
Point on Bute, marking a transition to a more expansive seascape to the south which opens
into Outer Loch Striven.
The Kyles are very popular for yachting and sea kayaking, with numerous anchorages at
Tighnabruaich. There is a ferry crossing between the mainland and the Isle of Bute at
Colintraive.
This seascape area is sparsely settled with most settlement found on the west side of the
West Kyle and the east coast of Loch Riddon and the East Kyle. The rugged uplands of
north Bute are unsettled and not accessible by road.
The northern part of the West Kyle, all of Loch Riddon and the majority of the East Kyle are
covered by the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area (NSA). The designation recognises the
great variety of this seascape where the close juxtaposition of the northern end of Bute at
the mouth of Loch Riddon has formed the narrow sea passages of the kyles which are
enclosed by steep-sided, craggy and densely wooded hills. Views to the undeveloped
northern end of Bute and over the kyles from mainland hills are noted as a key special
quality of this NSA. An Area of Panoramic Quality applies to the southern parts of the West
and East Kyles which are not covered by the NSA designation.
For the purposes of this study the Kyles of Bute and Loch Ridon, shown on Map 11, has
been further subdivided into eleven coastal character areas, each of which have been
mapped separately:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ardlamont Point to An Cnap
An Cnap to Kames
Kames and Tighnabruaich
Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage
Head of Loch Riddon
Salthouse Point to Colintraive
Colintraive to Bargehouse Point
Bargehouse Point to Strone Point

•
•
•

Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach
Rhubodach to Rubha Glas
Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay

Isle of Bute
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13.1
Overview of conclusions
The West Kyle of Bute forms a narrow channel between Bute and the long peninsula ending
in Ardlamont Point. The West Kyle becomes increasingly dramatic to the north as it narrows
and is more strongly contained by higher craggy hill slopes while the East Kyle is more
consistently contained by steep-sided hills. Along both Kyles, there is close inter-visibility of
the opposite shores of Bute and the mainland peninsulas across narrow stretches of water.
Loch Riddon is similarly narrow although towering craggy hills on either side accentuate the
sense of enclosure and also the scenic contrast with the smooth sheltered waters of the
loch.
The Kyles of Bute are very popular for recreational sailing and canoeing. The West Kyle
‘provides sheltered waters free from unmarked hazards1, and is well-used with numerous
private moorings as well as visitors moorings located at Tighnabruaich and a sailing school
at Carry Farm. A number of anchorages are also present within Loch Riddon although the
head of the loch dries out for one and a half miles. The Calmac vehicle ferry provides
frequent crossings between Colintraive and Rhubodach on the East Kyle. A small fish farm
is located on the western side of Loch Riddon and consent has been given for an oyster
farm at Salthouse near the head of Loch Riddon.
The coastline of the Kyles is fairly regular and is edged by shingle beaches and low rocks
along either side of the Kyles. Pronounced sections of raised beaches are evident in the low
vegetated scarp backing a narrow band of grassland or rocky platform on the coastline of
the outer West Kyle. More extensive splays of gently undulating enclosed pastures provide
the immediate hinterland in the Kilmichael area on Bute and in the Ardlamont Ferry area.
The steeper hill slopes on the Bute side of the West Kyle accommodate extensive native
woodlands which complement the increasingly rugged terrain. A sense of wildness is
associated with the rugged and undeveloped northern coast of Bute, contrasting with the
more settled and densely wooded Loch Riddon and Kyles. The coastal character of Loch
Riddon is more convoluted and craggy with small islands, promontories and bays while the
head of the loch is strongly tidal and features a complex and dynamic pattern of mudflats
and saltmarsh.
This coastal area is generally sparsely settled although the arrival of the Clyde steamer in
the 19th century influenced the expansion of Kames and Tighnabruiach on the West Kyle
resulting in the rich architectural heritage of these settlements. Sheer-sided, densely wooded
hills loom above the west side of Loch Riddon, confining settlement to only a few small
alluvial fans along the coast. Colintraive forms another focus for settlement within this
coastal area with housing stretching out along the east coast of the East Kyle close to the
ferry crossing to Bute.
Key issues which should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual
implications of development on or in the Kyles of Bute and Loch Riddon include:
•

The narrowness of much of the Kyles of Bute and Loch Riddon inhibits scope
for marine development as this would dominate their scale and ‘fill-up’ the
limited expanse of water.

1

Clyde Cruising Club, CCC Sailing Directions and Anchorages ‘Firth of Clyde including Solway Firth and North
Channel’, ed. Edward Mason, 2011, Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Views from low-level roads, settlement and coastal paths generally focus on
the opposite shore which can be clearly seen given the narrowness of the
Kyles and Loch Riddon. Both marine and coastal development would be seen
in relative proximity and could interrupt views. Elevated views from the A844
over Loch Riddon and southwards down the length of both the Kyles would be
particularly sensitive to intrusion by marine developments and larger coastal
infrastructure.
Consideration of intrusion on long views down the outer West Kyle from the
Kilmichael area on Bute to the distant mountains of north Arran.
Identifying views from the sea -the narrowness of these sea passages and the
popularity of the Kyles and lower Loch Riddon for recreational sailing
increases sensitivity to marine and coastal development which would be seen
in close proximity.
The rugged and undeveloped character of northern Bute which is appreciated
when walking in this area but also in dramatic views from the elevated A844
above the western shore of Loch Riddon, where it contrasts with the more
densely wooded and settled coasts of the Kyles and Loch Riddon.
Avoid impact on the setting of archaeological features and particularly St
Michael’s Chapel in the Kilmichael area which has strong cultural links with the
settlements of Kames and Tighnabruaich.
Retention of the special architectural integrity of Kames and Tighnabruaich
considering the effects of new building on the coastal character which includes
walled boundaries and mature ornamental trees within the grounds of 19th
century villas.
Take care to build structures which are in scale with existing characteristic
buildings and located to reflect existing built patterns.
Avoid locating wind turbines and masts so visible on the skyline ridges which
contain the Kyles where they would detract from dramatic views down these
narrow sea passages from the A8003, the coast and from the sea.
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13.2
Ardlamont Point to An Cnap
This local coastal character area comprises a short stretch of coast on the east side of
Ardlamont Point. Although forming part of Ardlamont Point, it generaly lacks the more
diverse landform and rugged character of the southern and western edge of Ardlamont Point
and does not feature in spectacular views to the mountains of north Arran from the public
road west of Ardlamont House. Apartfrom the most southerly point, which is rugged, the
coast is even, the hinterland gently rising and views are principally orientated towards the
west coast of Bute.
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13.2.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ardlamont Point to An Cnap

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

This coastal character area lies at the outer part of the West Kyles of Bute where
the strongly contained narrow channel of the kyle broadens and the seascape
gradually becomes more open and expansive as lower and more gently sloping
ground on Bute and Ardlamont Point contain the channel.
This stretch of water is popular with recreational sailors and there is a nearby
sailing school at Carry Farm. There is no aquaculture or other built development
within this area.
The more even coastline comprises a narrow band of low slabby rocks, occasional
shingle beaches and small inlets backed by a flat grassy platform with rocky
outcrops and tidal pools. The coastal edge narrows to the north, forming a low
rocky cliff fringed by dense vegetation.
Towards Ardlamont Point, the coast becomes more irregular, with a rocky cove
overlooking a small island
The narrow grassy platform against the coast is backed by a band of low and
impenetrable scrubby broadleaved woodland and gorse. Farmland lies beyond
this woodland edge with enclosed pastures on the gently rounded hills at the
interior of Ardlamont Point.
This coast is unsettled although Point Farm is situated close-by and a recently
erected small wind turbine is visible above the band of woodland backing the
coast. The small cottage of Ardlamont Ferry is set within a bay on the northern
edge of this coastal character area. There are no roads, tracks or footpaths along
this coast.
There are no notable landmark features within this local coastal character area.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Although access along this coast is difficult in places and the absence of roads
and paths can make it feel secluded, the presence of visible built development in
places (wind turbine and settlement) precludes a strong sense of isolation.

Aesthetic qualities

This coastline is relatively simple and even, lacking the more dramatic ruggedness
of the western and southern coasts of Ardlamont Point.

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

This coastline is not readily accessible by walkers and is also not visible from the
nearby public road on the Ardlamont peninsula. There are distant views to this
coast from the minor public road north of Ettrick Bay on Bute. This coast is most
likely to be seen at close quarters from the sea by the many recreational sailors
who sail around the Kyles of Bute.
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13.2.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ardlamont Point to An Cnap
Some sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

While the popularity of this area for sailing may result in some visual impact from
the sea, the regularity of the majority of the coastline, the dark backdrop
provided by woodland and the absence of close views from land offer some
opportunities for simple, low-lying marine based structures.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

Existing settlement is located inland and in sheltered bays away from this
exposed coast. There is some limited scope for individual small houses to be
sited close to existing buildings or set back from the coast although numbers
should be limited to fit with the sparsely settled character of the extremities of
the Ardlamont peninsula.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is some scope for a limited amount of built development to fit with the
character of the less densely settled extremities of the peninsula.

Low sensitivity
Land management

13.2.3

This coast is visually contained by scrub woodland sited on boggy rough ground
and any land management change within the farmland of the hinterland is
unlikely affect its character.

Ardlamont Point An Cnap: Opportunities and guidance
• There may be some opportunities for a small scale fish farm set close to the
coast to limit visual intrusion from the sea along the regular stretch of coast
and away from the Point
• Residential development would need to be small in scale to fit with the
character of farmhouses and cottages along this coast. It should be
associated with existing settlement sited in the more sheltered bay in the north
of this coastal character area or within the farmed interior of Ardlamont Point.
• This coast could form the focus for a promoted circular walk around Ardlamont
Point, principally using existing tracks although some scrub clearance and
additional footpath construction would be necessary in places. Opportunities
for car parking would also need to be improved.
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13.2.4

Ardlamont Point An Cnap: Photographs

A slabby rock platform is backed by a narrow band of
rough grassland and wetland

The coast is unsettled and not readily accessible, limiting
visibility of this coastal area from land.

The West Kyle becomes increasingly open to the south
as it broadens and is less strongly contained by lower hill
slopes.

The small cluster of buildings at Ardlamont Ferry marks
the transition to the more contained and narrower upper
West Kyle
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13.3
An Cnap to Kames
The western Kyle generally forms a narrow and fairly straight channel around 1.5km wide
between the Isle of Bute and the mainland in this area. The coastal edge of this character
area and the opposite Bute coast is consistently even and the northern extent of this coastal
character area is marked by changes in coastal orientation, settlement pattern and also by
the increasing constriction of the Kyle.
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13.3.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
An Cnap to Kames

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The kyle is well contained by hill slopes which become increasingly steep to the
north. These hill slopes channel long views up and down the Kyle from coastal
roads and from the sea and reinforce the containment of the Kyle.
This is a busy stretch of water popular with recreational sailors and well-used by
the sailing school based at Carry Farm which is located on this coast. There is an
anchorage within Blindman’s Bay. There is no aquaculture or other built
development within this coastal area.
The coastline faces east onto Bute. There are very subtle indentations and the
more pronounced, but still small, shingle and sandy spits of Carry Point and
Rubha Mor Corrachra which extend into the Kyle. The foreshore is often rocky,
with a narrow tidal reach, but short stretches of shingle and sandy beach also
occur. Mature woodland and scrub extends to the shoreline in places.
Gently sloping fenced and gorse-fringed pastures back the coast to the south.
Pastures are colonised by extensive rush and scrub in the Carry Farm area.
Dense coniferous woodland covers steeper hill slopes to the north with lower
slopes supporting more mixed woodland of oak, rowan, hazel and Scots pine.
Himalayan balsam fringes the shore in places.
This coastal character area is sparsely settled with the small farm of Kildavaig
located above gently sloping pastures above the coast and the Ardlamont Ferry
cottage sited within a sheltered bay on the coast. The low buildings of Carry Farm
lie next to a narrow single-track road which is aligned close to the coast. Holiday
chalets and a camp site are clustered around Carry Farm.
The bright red-roofed and white-washed Carry Farm forms a key landmark
together with the small watercraft of the sailing school during the summer season.

This coast is accessible by road, settled and farmed. The narrowness of the road
and the sparse settlement gives a degree of seclusion, although this coast is not
isolated.
This coast is simple and regular in character and lacks scenic drama. Key coastal
attributes are the narrow coastal road, the mature broadleaved trees and Scots
pine fringing the shore and views across the Kyle to the extensive broadleaved
woodlands on north-west Bute.
Views from the shore road are intermittent in the north due to screening by
shoreline woodland. To the south, where the public road is elevated above gently
sloping pastures, views are more open and focus on the opposite coast of Bute.
Long views lead southwards down the Kyle to Bute, Inchmarnock and the horizon
of the sea/sky. Views northwards from Carry Point and Rubha Mor Corrachra
focus on the curving bay which accommodates Kames and Tighnabruaich. This
coast is seen at close quarters from the sea due to the narrowness of the Kyle.
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13.3.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
An Cnap to Kames
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

Sensitivity is increased because of the popularity of the Kyle with recreational
sailors. The narrowness of the Kyle is also a key constraint as this would result
in even a small marine development dominating the limited expanse of water
and potentially being visible from the opposite shore.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

It is important to conserve the contrast of this sparsely settled coast with the
more densely settled linear development of Kames and Tighnabruaich. There is
some very limited scope for small scale dispersed settlement to be
accommodated provided it was sited to avoid intrusion on views from the public
road to the coast and sea.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The evenness of the coast reduces sensitivity to coastal infrastructure although
this would need to be small in size so as not to dominate the narrow extent of
the sea and to avoid significant intrusion on views up and down and across the
Kyle. The scale of any coastal development should also fit with the small size of
buildings within this coastal area.

High sensitivity
Land management

13.3.3

The strong association between land use and landform, with woodland on the
steeper slopes and pasture on level or gently sloping fertile terraces is a strong
characteristic and one which contributes to the variety of views experienced from
the public road.

An Cnap to Kames: Opportunities and guidance
• The sparsely settled character of this area should be conserved although
there are limited opportunities for additional small scale development around
Carry Farm and Ardlamont Ferry providing development does not intrude on
key open views across the Kyle from the public road.
• There are opportunities to develop small marina or pier structures if required,
although the profile of these structures should be low, reflecting the small
scale of buildings generally prevalent along this coastline.
• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should consider
opportunities for routing timber vehicles away from the narrow coast road to
avoid impacting on mature trees along the shore and adversely affecting the
character of this route.
• Eradication of the invasive Himalayan balsam which fringes the coast would
enhance the diversity of the woodland edge and also allow more open views
across the kyle.
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13.3.4

An Cnap to Kames: Photographs

Small farms are set back from the coast above gently
sloping pastures in the southern part of this area.

The red-roofed, white-washed Carry Farm sailing school
forms a landmark feature seen from the opposite Bute
shore.

Vegetation largely screens views from the narrow coast
road between Kames and Carry Farm

Where views are more open, they focus on the opposite
shore of Bute across the West Kyle
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13.4
Kames and Tighnabruaich
The western Kyle turns to round the northern end of Bute and narrows to less than 1km
width at Tighnabruaich with a visible ‘pinch point’ (and distinct change in character)
occurring at the craggy point of Rubha Ban. Kames and Tighnabruaich appear as a
continuous settlement aligning the gently curving coastal edge. The sparsely settled
Kilmichael area on Bute lies close to these settlements across the Kyle and there are historic
links between the two areas with a ferry operating until the early 20th century. The
settlements of Kames and Tighnabruaich considerably expanded with the arrival of the
Clyde steamer and increase in tourism in the 19th century resulting in a rich architectural
legacy of large villas and hotels.
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13.4.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Kames and Tighnabruiach

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

The water appears like a confined bay from Tighnabruiach as the coast curves to
the east, restricting long views southwards down the Kyle and craggy coastal
promontories constrict the channel to the north. At Kames the Kyle is broader and
more open.
There is frequent recreational sailing activity on this stretch of the Kyle and
anchorages are present at Kames and Tighnabruaich. A small boatyard is located
at the north-eastern end of Tighnabruaich and a number of slipways and piers
th
occur along the coast. The historic 19 century pier at Tignabruaich is used by the
Waverley steamer.
The coastline faces east and south-east and forms a shallowly curving bay with a
largely regular narrow coastal edge of shingle beach broken by small rocky
outcrops. The bay is dramatically truncated by the steep-sided craggy outcrop of
Creag Rubha Bhain north-east of Tighnabruaich. The coast is commonly edged by
concrete retaining walls, these topped with railings where roads lie close to the
shore. Occasional buildings are built against the shore.
Kames is sited at the foot of the Kames Burn and at a low point between the high
craggy uplands to the north and the smoother more rounded low hills of Ardlamont
Point to the south. Enclosed pastures and coniferous plantation on relatively
gentle hill slopes form the hinterland to the coast in this area. Tighnabruaich is
backed by steeper craggy hill slopes which are largely forested.
The settlements of Kames and Tighnabruaich have developed in tiers on hill
slopes backing the coast. Both settlements have a strong architectural integrity
th
largely comprising 19 century villas. Many of the larger villas within
Tighnabruaich have attractive wooded grounds and boundary walls. The A8003, a
single track road, provides access to Tighnabruaich from the steep craggy uplands
to the north. The B8000 abuts the coast and weaves through the core of
Tighnabruaich. The minor coast road to Ardlamont continues through Kames and
a large car park marks the southern edge of this settlement.
The old pier at Tighnabruaich forms a local landmark, its setting enhanced by the
large Victorian and Edwardian villas with wooded grounds and stone boundary
walls lying close-by.
This coastal character area is well-settled and is therefore not isolated.

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

Tighnabruaich has a particularly dramatic setting being sited on steep craggy hill
slopes. The ‘pinch point’ formed by the constriction of the uplands of north Bute
and Creag Rubha Bhain north of Tighnabruaich is intriguing as the continuation of
the sea passage is hidden in some views. The undeveloped rugged craggy
uplands of north Bute also provide the setting to these settlements, being located
within 1km across the Kyle, and the contrast between these areas of starkly
different character and the often smooth sheltered waters of the Kyle results in a
highly scenic composition.
The settlements and the craggy looming hill of Creag Ruhba Bhain form the main
visual focus from the sea. Creag Rubha Bhain also provides elevated panoramic
views over the Kyles of Bute. Views from the shore are open and focus on the sea,
the moored boats which animate the scene and the sparsely settled rugged coast
of Bute. Long views southwards down the Kyle are also possible from parts of
Tighnabruaich and Kames.
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13.4.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Kames and Tighnabruaich
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the Kyle would be likely to result in even a small aquaculture
development dominating this stretch of water. This area is also highly visible
from the sea, forming the hub of sailing activity on the Kyles, and from
settlement including Kilmichael on the opposite Bute shore.

High sensitivity
Settlement

The integrity of the settlement pattern and its historic buildings is a key
constraint to accommodating additional development. The wooded grounds of
large villas contribute to the setting of these settlements and opportunities for
infill are therefore limited.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There is little scope to physically accommodate new or widened roads or other
coastal infrastructure due to the tightness of existing buildings against the coast.
Developments such as wind turbines visible on the skyline above these
settlements could affect their setting particularly in views from the sea and from
Bute. Other coastal infrastructure could detract from the strong architectural
integrity of these settlements and intrude on views. Smaller low-lying structures
such as piers and jetties would have less of an effect providing they fitted with
the scale of nearby buildings and were designed to the highest standard.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.4.3

Woodland management plans would need to consider effects on the setting of
these settlements during felling operations.

Kames and Tighnabruaich: Opportunities and guidance
• Opportunities for infill housing development close to the coast are limited by
the need to conserve mature wooded grounds which provide the setting for
large villas and contribute to the attractiveness of the coast. New infill
development should be set back on higher slopes so less visible along the
coastal edge. The highest standards of design will be needed to successfully
integrate new buildings with the strong architectural integrity of these
settlements.
• There are opportunities to develop modest pier structures, or to expand
existing sites, if required, although the profile of these structures should
remain low to avoid intrusion on views and the design should be of the highest
quality.
• Opportunities should be taken to replace existing Scottish Water infrastructure
(brick and timber boxes) with below ground installations in the long term where
possible.
• Poor quality coastal barriers, railings and seating along the coast should be
replaced with a better designed alternative more suited to the architectural
character of these settlements. A consistent railing design should be adopted
and routine maintenance undertaken to enhance the coastal frontage and
setting to the largely intact 19th century core of these settlements.
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13.4.4

Kames and Tighnabruaich: Photographs

Kames is seen in close proximity across the narrow West
Kyle from Kilmichael on Bute

The steamer pier seen against the dramatic 'pinch point'
formed by the rugged hills which constrict the West Kyle
at the head of Bute.

This area forms a hub for recreational sailing with wellused anchorages and boat yard situated at
Tighnabruaich

Boundary walls and mature trees within the grounds of
large villas in Tighnabruiach make an important
contribution to the attractive character of the coast
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13.5
Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage
The sheer-sided rocky hill of Creag Ruhba Bhain on the north-eastern edge of
Tighnabruaich extends into the western Kyle of Bute creating a distinct ‘pinch-point’ with the
rugged uplands of north Bute. This hill, together with the craggy promontories of north-west
Bute, form the threshold to the dramatically enclosed Loch Riddon. The western shore of
Loch Riddon is strongly hemmed-in by steep-sided craggy hills rising dramatically close to
shore. These steep slopes have inhibited settlement which is sparse and confined to small
alluvial fans against the shores of the loch. The loch is however very well used by
recreational watercraft and features a number of anchorages.
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13.5.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

Loch Riddon forms a gently snaking tapering expanse of water, constricted by
rocky promontories on either shore and strongly contained by steep-sided hills.
These containing hills are higher, with particularly sheer slopes, on this western
side of the loch. The close off-shore island of Eilean Dubh creates an intimate sea
passage weaving between island and indented shoreline at Caladh Harbour.
Views from the water and down the length of the loch reveal the rhythmic pattern
of coastal promontories and islands on both the east and west shores which give a
visual dynamism to this seascape.
This area is very well-used for recreational sailing and by sea kayakers. There are
anchorages at Caladh Harbour, Salthouse and Ormidale (Craig Lodge). A number
of small slipways are present and a beacon and former lighthouse are located at
Caladh Harbour. A fish farm lies between Rubha Ban and Caladh Harbour.
An irregular rocky coastal edge with subtle craggy promontories (the knolly hill of
Torr Buidhe being the largest of these) and small shingle bays occurring at burn
outlets. The wooded island of Eilean Dubh lies close to shore and contributes to
the diverse indented coastline around Caladh harbour. Some short sections of
more even coastline also occur between promontories.
The rugged, rocky hills of Beinn Bhreac and Beinn Capuill and smaller coastal hills
rise steeply from the coast forming overhanging buttresses banded with exposed
rock. Hill slopes are densely wooded with mixed broadleaves and Scots pine and
with Rhododendron ponticum colonising many areas. Small arcs of flatter
enclosed pastures occur on alluvial fans close to shore.
This coastal area is sparsely settled with small groups of estate cottages and
occasional farms associated with the flatter ground of alluvial fans along the
coastal edge. The A8003 is aligned high above the coast. A minor single track and
dead end road provides access to Ormidale (Craig Lodge).
The wooded rocky-edged island of Eilean Dubh and the pronounced knolly small
hills abutting the coast, such as Torr Buidhe and Creag Rubha Bhain, are key
landmark features especially when seen in close quarters from the sea. Creag
Rubha Bhain is also important in providing the backdrop and setting to
Tighnabruaich and is topped by a prominent telecomm mast.
Dense woodland screens the A8003 from the coast and the distance between
settlements and public roads when walking coastal routes limit accessibility. A
strong sense of seclusion can therefore be experienced along this coast although
visible settlement and sailing activity precludes true isolation.
The dramatic steep-sided rugged and densely wooded hills and indented shores
of this coastal area contribute to the high scenic quality of the Kyles of Bute and
Loch Riddon area where it provides a contrasting backdrop to smooth sheltered
waters broken by small wooded islands and the more open craggy and
undeveloped uplands of north Bute.
The coastal edge is not visible from the A8003 due to screening by landform and
woodland. There are views of this coast from the minor public road and settlement
on the eastern side of Loch Riddon. The Cowal Way long distance path lies close
to the coast largely on existing estate tracks. Loch Riddon is very popular with
recreational sailors and the coast is highly visible from this narrow expanse of
water.
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13.5.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

Although more even stretches of coast, the dark backdrop of steep wooded hill
slopes and the limited visibility of this area from settlement and roads provide
potential opportunities to accommodate small marine developments close to
shore, the popularity of this area for recreational sailing and kayaking
significantly increases visual sensitivity.

High sensitivity
Settlement

This coastal area is very sparsely settled with small cottages and estate lodges
generally being located on the upper edge of the small alluvial fans which occur
against the coast. New housing development would need to be similarly sited
although the rarity of these alluvial fan areas will severely limit the number of
additional buildings that could be accommodated and given the importance of
the small pastures within the alluvial fans in providing a contrast with densely
wooded steep hill slopes along this coast.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The high scenic quality, secluded character of this coast and its high visibility
from the sea increases sensitivity to larger coastal infrastructure although there
may be scope to accommodate small jetties or pontoons in discrete areas.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.5.3

Small pastures within alluvial fans are important in providing open space and
points of interest within this densely wooded coastal area and should be retained
and grazed to prevent encroachment of rush, scrub and woodland.

Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage: Opportunities and guidance
• Any new housing would need to be small in size to fit with the scale of the
alluvial fans and with existing houses and farms. Loch-side pastures should be
retained with new building located at the foot of the steeper wooded slopes
which enclose these areas. The setting of older and usually architecturally
distinctive estate buildings should be considered in the siting and design of
new buildings.
• Management and promotion of link routes for short circular excursions along
the Cowal Way, which is aligned close to the coast, is needed due to the
difficulties of access in places where routes are overgrown and there is poor
signage from the A8003.
• Control of Rhododendron ponticum is needed to retain dramatic open views
across the Kyles of Bute from lay-bys on the A8003.
• This coastal area (and the wider Loch Riddon and Kyles of Bute seascape
areas) would be highly sensitive to intrusion by tall structures such as wind
turbines and telecomm masts sited in adjacent upland areas and visible on the
skyline of hills which provide the wider setting to these seascapes
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13.5.4

Tighnabruaich to Craig Cottage: Photographs

Long views down the West Kyle from Rubha Ban focus
on the distant mountainous profile of Arran

Sheer craggy hill sides are clothed with dense
broadleaved woodland and provide a dramatic backdrop
to the coast

Steep slopes have limited settlement along this coast
with only small clusters of housing sited within
occasional alluvial fans

The A8003 is aligned along this coast and offers
dramatic views across the Kyles and the northern end of
Bute
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13.6
Head of Loch Riddon
The head of Loch Riddon is strongly tidal comprising extensive mudflats and saltmarsh
edged with scrub. Flat pastures fringe the eastern side of the loch and are backed by the
oak woodlands of Auchenbreck which cover gently rising hill slopes. Landform on the
western side of the upper loch is particularly complex and knolly with sheer rocky buttresses
rising steeply from the coast. A number of estates have favoured this more sheltered inner
loch and small areas of parkland and mixed policy woodlands, punctuated by occasional
taller ornamental conifers, contribute to the rich land cover pattern of this coastal area.
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13.6.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Head of Loch Riddon

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The River Ruel snakes slowly into Loch Riddon through wet meadows and areas
of alder/willow scrub, saltmarsh and mudflats, creating a complex pattern of water
and broken areas of tidal. There is a wide tidal reach and this coastal area is
strongly dynamic in the changing extent and patterns of mudflats and marsh
exposed at low tide. The head of the loch remains strongly enclosed, particularly
to the west where steep-sided craggy hills rise abruptly from the coast. Hill slopes
rise less dramatically to the east where the Auchenbreck Burn forms an alluvial fan
at the foot of less steeply rising hills.
The saltmarsh and tidal mudflats of this coastal area preclude maritime
development and activity. An oyster farm has been consented at Salthouse Point.

A soft coastal edge of mudflats and fragmented saltmarsh fringed with
overhanging woodland and scrub and with occasional splays of shingle occurring
on the southern edge of this coastal area. The eastern coast is broken by narrow
inlets within muddy shorelines. The character of the coastline is strongly dynamic
changing with the tides.
Steep-sided craggy hills, patterned with tiers of rocky outcrops, rise dramatically to
the west. The lower slopes of these hills are covered with extensive broadleaved
woodlands. Wet and drier meadows cover the flat to gently rising eastern coastal
fringes with alder/willow and oak woodlands on higher ground at the confluence of
the Auchenbreck Burn with the River Ruel. The steep hill slopes backing the
eastern shores of Loch Riddon become smoother and more open where the
Auchenbreck valley cuts through these uplands.
This coastal area is sparsely settled. The A8003 and minor road to Craig Lodge
are aligned close to the western coast of Upper Loch Riddon. Some dispersed
farms and estate cottages lie adjacent to these roads. Settlement on the eastern
side is similarly dispersed with farms and cottages and the A886 set back on
higher ground above the wet meadows and woodlands.
There are no individual landmark features within this coastal area.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

Access within this area is limited by the difficult terrain of wetlands and marsh but
although these areas are likely to feel secluded, the presence of nearby roads and
settlement preclude a true sense of isolation.
A richly varied and dynamic seascape where the complex pattern of woodlands,
wetlands, saltmarsh and mudflats of the estuary combine with the mountainous
backdrop to create a highly scenic composition.
The head of the loch is only briefly glimpsed in views from the A8003 and A886
due to screening by woodland. The minor road to Craig Lodge on the eastern side
of the loch offers views of this area although the complex patterning of land and
water can only be appreciated from elevated views on the A886.
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13.6.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Head of Loch Riddon
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

There are physical constraints to accommodating marine development in this
coastal area.

High sensitivity
Settlement

There are physical constraints to locating settlement along the coastal edge in
much of this area. There is some scope however for a very limited amount of
dispersed housing set on lower hill slopes away from the coast and close to
existing roads providing it was small in size and partially contained by woodland
to fit with the character of existing settlement.

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

There are physical constraints to accommodating coastal infrastructure in this
coastal area. Major infrastructure projects would also significantly diminish the
strongly natural character of this coast although minor footpath construction and
other discrete recreational/tourism projects would have less impact.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.6.3

Felling of coniferous woodland on enclosing hill slopes could potentially impact
on views. Management agreements associated with the oak woodlands and
saltmarsh designated as SSSI are likely to prevent significant land use change.

Head of Loch Riddon: Opportunities and guidance
• There are opportunities for a very limited number of additional houses on
lower hill slopes. These should be small in size, partially screened by
woodland and preferably associated with existing groups of buildings.
• Opportunities should be taken to allow more sustained views over this highly
scenic coast by creating a car park/lay-by on the A886 near Auchenbreck
where spectacular views down Loch Riddon and over the marsh, wet
meadows and woodlands of this coastal area are currently only glimpsed from
this relatively busy road. There may also be opportunities to create a short
interpreted circular walk within the oak woodlands of Auchenbreck and
allowing close views over the saltmarsh and meadows.
• This coastal area (and the wider Loch Riddon and Kyles of Bute seascape
areas) would be highly sensitive to intrusion by tall structures such as wind
turbines and telecomm masts sited in adjacent upland areas and visible on the
skyline of hills which provide the wider setting to these seascapes.
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13.6.4

Head of Loch Riddon: Photographs

Rough pasture and scrub fringes the eastern coastal
edge

Saltmarsh forms a complex pattern with intricate
channels of open water at the head of Loch Riddon

Briefly glimpsed views southwards down Loch Riddon
are possible from the A886

This coastal area has a strongly dynamic quality due to
the wide tidal reach exposing extensive sands and
mudflats
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13.7
Salthouse Point to Colintraive
The points of Colintraive and Rubha Bhodaich on Bute form a distinct ‘pinch-point’ marking
the entrance to the eastern Kyle. To the north of this point, Loch Riddon is strongly enclosed
by the uplands of Cowal. These hills are slightly lower and the slopes less vertiginous than
on the western side of the loch but still nonetheless dramatic in their rugged and complex
character, which is accentuated by the extensive broadleaved woodlands covering steep
craggy slopes. This woodland extends down to the shores of the loch and encloses a
surprising amount of coastal settlement. Loch Riddon and the Kyles of Bute are very well
used for recreational sailing.
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13.7.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Salthouse Point to Colintraive

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Loch Riddon forms a gently snaking narrow expanse of water, constricted by rocky
promontories on either shore and strongly contained by steep-sided hills. Views
from the water and down the length of the loch reveal the rhythmic pattern of
coastal promontories and islands on both the east and west shores which give a
visual dynamism to this seascape.
This area is very well-used for recreational sailing and by sea kayakers. There are
anchorages at Fearnoch Bay and at Salthouse. A number of small slipways are
present along the coast.
An irregular rocky coastal edge with promontories extending into the loch and
small shingle and rocky bays lying between these. A number of small rocky
islands, some of these wooded, lie close to the shore and contribute to the
brokenness and intimate scale of the coastal edge.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Steep-sided densely wooded hill slopes back this coast and break into smaller
knolly hills which back pastures on flatter ground raised above the coast in the
Fearnoch area. The terrain is craggy and complex, its ruggedness accentuated by
the rough vegetation cover of scrub, mixed woodland and bracken. Mature oak
edge pastures, roadsides and rocky promontories. Small pockets of grassland
and pasture occur within woodland close to shore.
Dispersed settlement is located primarily along the loch shore and associated with
the more sheltered bays. Settlement includes small farms and cottages but also
larger, grander houses set in wooded grounds (some of these recently
constructed) against the coast. A minor single track road winds close to the coast
and the A886 is aligned on higher hill slopes above the coast
Key landmark features are the rocky promontories and the islands close to this
coast which are seen to best advantage from rare open elevated viewpoints on the
A886, from the A8003 and from the sea.

Experience of isolated
coast

The presence of roads and settlement along this coast and the well-used nature of
Loch Riddon and the Kyles inhibits any sense of remoteness although a degree of
seclusion can be experienced on the heavily wooded unsettled promontories.

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The steep-sided rugged and densely wooded hills and diverse broken coastline of
rocky promontories and small islands of this coastal area contribute to the high
scenic quality of the Kyles of Bute and Loch Riddon area where it provides a
contrasting backdrop to smooth sheltered waters and the more open craggy and
undeveloped uplands of north Bute.
The coastal edge is intermittently visible from the narrow winding coast road where
gaps occur in woodland. This road is popular with cyclists and wild camping
occurs on the wooded promontories along this coast. Views from the A886 are
very restricted by woodland and landform although open out north of Colintraive
where the road is aligned close to the coast. This coast is highly visible at close
quarters from the sea.
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13.7.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Salthouse Point to Colintraive
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The irregularity of much of the coastline, the narrowness of the loch particularly
in the north and the high visibility of this area from both land and sea are
significant constraints to development.

High sensitivity
Settlement

This coastal area is surprisingly well settled particularly to the south with a mix of
small and larger houses generally located close to the shore and partially
screened by woodland. The presence of extensive oak woodland and the
importance of the small pockets of pasture in the overall diversity of this coast
are key constraint although there may be very limited opportunities for additional
housing associated with existing groups of buildings.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The high scenic quality of this coastal area and close visibility from the sea
increases sensitivity to larger coastal infrastructure although there may be scope
to accommodate small jetties or pontoons in discrete areas.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.7.3

Small pastures within dense woodland are important in providing open space
and points of interest within this densely wooded coastal area and should be
retained and grazed to prevent encroachment of rush, scrub and woodland.

Salthouse Point to Colintraive: Opportunities and guidance
• There are opportunities for a very limited number of additional houses set
within woodland close to the shore. These should not intrude on rare open
views over Loch Riddon from the minor coast road and should be associated
with existing groups of buildings and avoid the small areas of pasture which
make a strong contribution to the diversity of this coast.
• Management of wild camping is needed to reduce litter and damage to
sensitive woodlands within the rocky promontories along this coast.
• This coastal area (and the wider Loch Riddon and Kyles of Bute seascape
areas) would be highly sensitive to intrusion by tall structures such as wind
turbines and telecomm masts sited in adjacent upland areas and visible on the
skyline of hills which provide the wider setting to these seascapes.
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13.7.4

Salthouse Point to Colintraive: Photographs

A narrow rocky shore is backed by gently undulating
pastures and woodland on steeper slopes

Pockets of pasture occur within dense woodland and are
important in allowing open views of Loch Riddon

The narrow B866 is aligned close to the coast

Small farms are set back from the coast and on the edge
of pastures - newer houses are often located on the
shore and can interrupt views from the B866
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13.8
Colintraive to Bargehouse Point
This coastal character area has a largely even coastline and is backed by consistently steep
wooded hill slopes. It is well-settled with houses along the length of the coast and often set
within woodland. The eastern Kyle is very narrow with the opposite coast of Bute visible
within 0.3km at its closest point.
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13.8.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Colintraive to Bargehouse Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The East Kyle is strongly contained by steep hill slopes. It is very narrow,
measuring less than 0.3km at Colintraive and 0.7km along much of the length of
this coastal area. The narrowness and length of this sea passage and its strong
containment by consistently steep hill slopes is dramatic, particularly from elevated
views, and draws the eye down the channel to the outer Firth.
The eastern Kyle is very well-used for recreational sailing. The Calmac ferry
between Colintraive and Rhubodach frequently crosses the narrow channel
between Bute and the mainland. There are no anchorages within this coastal area
although a few small jetties are present along the coast.
The coastal edge is generally even with subtle points occurring at Altgaltraig and
Colintraive; these particularly visible from elevated views down this Kyle. A narrow
shingle beach forms the shore with a more extensive splay of sand and shingle
occurring at Colintraive at the outlet of a watercourse.
The steep hill slopes containing the eastern Kyle are smoother and less complex
than the rugged craggy hills which provide the backdrop to Loch Riddon to the
north. Broadleaved woodland covers lower hill slopes and some steep pastures
also occur although rush, bracken and scrub colonises fields which are not actively
managed. Open heather-flecked grass moorland covers the steep, smoothly
curving high ridges which form the ‘spine’ of the peninsula. Small enclosed
pastures coincide with the flat alluvial fan of more fertile ground at Colintraive
This coastal area is well-settled with housing concentrated in the small settlement
of Colintraive but extending in a linear arrangement close to the coast to
Altgaltraig. Settlement is more dispersed south-east of this point. There are a
variety of housing styles and building periods and the majority of buildings are
partially contained by woodland on lower hill slopes. A single track road extends
close to the shore.
The tiny white-fronted Colintraive Church with its miniature spire and the six
distinctive Edwardian villas at Altgaltraig Point form landmark features, particularly
in views from the sea and from the opposite shore on Bute. These small buildings
are dwarfed by the steep wooded slopes which backdrop them.
This coastal area is settled and fairly accessible and there is consequently no
sense of isolation experienced within it.

Although the coastal edge is simple and even, the steep wooded slopes and
smooth grass and heather moorland covered hill tops lend some drama to the
scene as they strongly contain the narrow sea passage of the East Kyle.
Elevated views from the A8003 reveal the East Kyle to best advantage where it is
seen in conjunction with the fragmented islands and rugged northern coast of Bute
from above. This coastal area is highly visible from the A886 on Bute and from the
sea which is very well used by recreational watercraft and where the narrowness
of the Kyle allows close views of the coast.
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13.8.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Colintraive to Bargehouse Point
Very high sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the sea would result in marine development dominating the
expanse of water. It would also be highly visible from settlement and roads on
both sides of the Kyle and the popularity of the Kyle for recreational sailing and
the presence of the Colintraive to Bute ferry also increases sensitivity .

Some sensitivity
Settlement

There is some limited scope for additional houses to be accommodated within
this coastal area providing that buildings are kept small to fit with the scale of
existing buildings. New development should be sited along the coast or set
within wooded lower hill slopes in order to minimise intrusion of access roads
and buildings in more prominent open locations higher up slopes and to fit with
the predominant settlement pattern. New development should not detract from
landmark buildings.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Some limited coastal infrastructure, such as a small pier or jetty, could fit with the
small size of settlements along this coast. Development should be designed to
be compact and low-lying to minimise intrusion on key views down the Kyle
from land and sea and should avoid being located in front of the landmark
building of Conlintraive church.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.8.3

Small pastures within the wooded lower hill slopes backing the coast are
encroached by rush and scrub and are no longer a key component of landscape
character. Continued management of lush pastures and mature trees around
Colintraive is however important to preserve the contrast with densely wooded
coasts to the south and also north within Loch Riddon.

Colintraive to Bargehouse Point: Opportunities and guidance
• Any new housing within Colintraive should be set back from the attractive
pastures which lie against the Kyle and cover lower hill slopes. The setting of
older and often architecturally distinctive estate buildings should be
considered in the siting and design of new buildings.
• This coastal area is highly sensitive to intrusion by tall wind turbines and
telecomm masts sited in adjacent upland areas and visible on the skyline of
hills which provide the wider setting to these seascapes and are an important
component of dramatic elevated views down the East Kyle from the A8003.
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13.8.4

Colintraive to Bargehouse Point: Photographs

A narrow band of settlement is aligned along the coast
and includes the small but distinctive Colintraive church

Steep slopes of pasture and woodlands immediately back
the coast

The East Kyle is well-used by recreational sailors and
crossed by the Bute ferry

This coast is seen in dramatic views over the Kyles from
the A8003
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13.9
Bargehouse Point to Strone Point
This coastal character area marks the transition from the East Kyle to a broader sea basin
opening out at Loch Striven and Rothesay Bay. The increasing expansiveness of the sea is
accentuated by the more open character of the hinterland towards this southern extremity of
the East Kyle as the consistently wooded hill slopes south-east of Colintraive give way to
farmland in the South Hall area and the coast also becomes less settled. The distinctive
profile of Strone Point is indicated in its gaelic name, An t-sron, meaning ‘nose’.
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13.9.1

Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Bargehouse Point to Strone Point

Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure
Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

The East Kyle gradually opens out to form a broad basin, edged by more gently
sloping lower hills on Toward Point and behind Ardmaleish Point on Bute. Strone
Point lies at the head of this basin with long views focused on the North Ayrshire
uplands. This coastal area is strongly open and exposed, contrasting with the
confinement of the East Kyle experienced both from sea and land.
This area is very well-used for recreational sailing. The Calmac ferry to Rothesay
is also visible within the wider seascape. There are no anchorages within this
coastal area although one small jetty is present on the coast. MOD ships are
periodically visible on Toward Point at the entrance to Loch Striven.
The coastal edge is very subtly indented and forms a rounded point curving into
the long sea loch of Loch Striven to the east. Narrow shingle beaches are
patterned with loose boulders in places. The coast is backed by a strip of rough
grass with bramble and gorse present against the more sheltered western shore.
Steep hill slopes are cut by the curve of the dramatically incised Glen Neil which
accommodates the Inverneil Burn. Less steep slopes with some small more gently
graded terraces occur around the outlet of the burn and these are farmed with
small grazed pastures fringed by woodland and scrub. Rush traces wetter areas
within pastures and there is a sharp division between enclosed fields and steeper
upper slopes covered with bracken and scrub and the grass and heather moorland
on the high ridges. Coniferous plantation covers the eastern slopes of Meallan
Glaic into Loch Striven. The exposure of this coastal area is evident in winddamaged trees in mature woodlands and parkland surrounding South Hall Farm.
This coastal area is sparsely settled with a few dispersed houses and South Hall
Farm being generally set back from the coast on terraces above gently sloping
pastures. A single-track dead-end road is aligned close to the coast, stopping just
beyond this coastal area into Loch Striven.
The handsome white-rendered buildings of South Hall Farm, set within remnant
parkland and woodlands, and the dramatic curve of the deeply incised Glen Neil
above the farm which divides the pronounced ridges of Beinn Bhreac and Meallan
Sidhein (cumulating in the distinctive knoll of Tom Leana Mhoir) form key landmark
features.
The sparsely settled nature of this coast together with the exposure of the
peninsula tip and ‘dead-end’ road contribute to a sense of seclusion although the
road access and visible marine activity precludes true isolation.
Lush green pastures and woodlands around South Hall Farm backed by the
dramatically incised Glen Neil and shapely steep-sided upland ridges create a
highly scenic composition seen to best advantage from the opposite shore of Bute
and from the East Kyle. The sense of expansiveness and space experienced from
this coastal area also provides a contrast with the more confined wooded East
Kyle and contributes to the diversity of the wider Seascape Area experienced from
sea and land.
This coastal area is highly visible from the A886 on Bute and from the sea which is
very well used by recreational watercraft and where the narrowness of the East
Kyle allows close views of the coast. The quiet public road around Strone Point is
also used by walkers and cyclists and offers expansive views down outer Loch
Striven to the wider Firth and North Ayrshire coast.
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13.9.2

Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Bargehouse Point to Strone Point
High sensitivity

Off shore development
including fish farms

This coastal area marks the threshold to the dramatically confined East Kyle with
the sea becoming more expansive towards the outer curve of Strone Point. Any
marine development would be highly visible from the sea and would also
interrupt long views from the southern tip of Strone Point down outer Loch
Striven to the more open Firth.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

There is some scope for a very limited number of additional houses to be
accommodated within this coastal area providing that buildings are kept small
and are partially contained or back-dropped by woodland and set back from the
more open coast to minimise intrusion. The more sparsely settled character of
this coastal area should be retained as a contrast to the more settled and
sheltered East Kyle and it is also important to retain the open pastures which are
a key attribute of this area.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The settled nature of this coastal area would allow some limited coastal
infrastructure, such as a small pier or jetty, to be constructed. Development
should be designed to be small and low-lying to minimise intrusion on key views
down the East Kyle from the Strone Point.

Some sensitivity
Land management

13.9.3

Continued management of pastures, mature trees and woodlands around South
Hall Farm is important to retain the contrast with the more densely wooded hill
slopes within the more confined East Kyle. This richly diverse farmland makes
an important contribution to the special scenic composition with the moorland
covered high ridges and Glen Neil in views across the Kyle from Bute and from
the sea. Any felling operations within coniferous plantations located on the west
side of Loch Striven may impact on this coastal area.

Bargehouse Point to Strone Point: Opportunities and guidance
• Any new housing should be set well away from gently sloping pastures and
remnant parkland and avoid intrusion on the setting of South Hall Farm.
• Management of mature trees and woodlands around South Hall Farm is
urgently needed due to serious decay and storm damage. It will also be
important to continue to manage pastures in this area, halting the
encroachment of bracken and scrub.
• This coastal area is highly sensitive to intrusion by tall wind turbines and
telecomm masts on the skyline of hills which contain the East Kyle and which
form an important component of dramatic views from outer Loch Striven and
Bute and from the A8003.
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13.9.4

Bargehouse Point to Strone Point: Photographs

Gently sloping pastures and remnant parkland surround
South Hall Farm which is located at the foot of Glen Neil

Open views over the more expansive Rothesay Bay seen
from Strone Point

Steep pastures immediately back the coast at Strone
Point

Steep slopes fall to ‘the nose’ of Strone Point which
divides the East Kyle and Loch Striven – seen from Bute
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13.10 Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach
This coastal character area lies on the north-eastern side of Bute. The broad rounded
promontory of Ardmaleish Point, together with Strone Point, marks the threshold to the
confined sea passage of the East Kyle. This area has a largely even coastline and is backed
by consistently steep and extensively wooded hill slopes. It is sparsely settled with dispersed
farms sited on gently sloping ground above the coast.
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13.10.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach
Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity
Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

The East Kyle is strongly contained by steep hill slopes. It is very narrow,
measuring less than 0.3km at Colintraive and 0.7km along much of the length of
this coastal area. The narrowness and length of this sea passage and its strong
containment by consistently steep hill slopes is dramatic, particularly from elevated
views from A8003, drawing the eye down the channel to the outer Firth.
This area is very well-used for recreational sailing and the Calmac ferry frequently
crosses the narrow channel between Colintraive and Rhubodach. There are no
anchorages within this coastal area. Ferry infrastructure is located at Rhubodach.
An even coastline which curves only at its southern end to form the broad rounded
promontory of Ardmaleish Point. A narrow shingle beach with boulders in places is
edged by rough grassland and intermittent clumps of scrub between the A886 and
the coast.
The steep hill slopes containing the eastern Kyle are smoother and less complex
than the rugged craggy hills in the north of Bute which provide the backdrop to
Loch Riddon. Hill slopes slacken towards the south of this coastal area and are
more varied in gradient. Broadleaved woodland covers lower hill slopes and traces
water courses and contains walled and fenced pastures on lower slopes around
small farms. Some pastures are patterned with extensive rush and bracken.
Coniferous woodland extends on upper hill slopes becoming more extensive to the
north towards Rhubodach.
This coastal area is sparsely settled with a few dispersed farms set back from the
coast on gently sloping ground. The A886 is aligned close to the coast.

There are no landmark features within this coastal area.

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

This coastal area is settled and fairly accessible and there is consequently no
sense of isolation experienced within it.

Although the coastal edge is relatively simple and even, broadleaved woodland on
lower hill slopes and moorland covered rounded hill tops make a scenic
contribution to the long and narrow sea passage of the East Kyle.
Elevated views from the A8003 provide spectacular views down the confined
channel of the East Kyle and the steep slopes and hill tops within this coastal
area. The well-used A886 provides close views and the West Island Way long
distance footpath on Bute is also aligned along this coast. This area is highly
visible from the minor road and settlement between Colintraive and Strone Point
and from the sea which is very well used by recreational watercraft and where the
narrowness of the Kyle allows close views of the coast.
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13.10.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach
Very high sensitivity
Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the sea would mean that marine development would be
highly visible from settlement and roads on both sides of the Kyle. The popularity
of the Kyle for recreational sailing and the presence of the Colintraive to Bute
ferry increases sensitivity and would also be likely to physically constrain
opportunities for this form of development.

Some sensitivity
Settlement

There is some scope for a limited number of houses to be accommodated within
this coastal area. A key factor determining the potential development level is the
need to fit with the more sparsely settled character of this coastal area which
provides a contrast with the more densely settled south-eastern coast of Bute.
New buildings should be small to fit with the scale of existing buildings and to
minimise intrusion and should be sited on lower hill slopes, set against existing
woodland and avoiding enclosed pastures. Existing access tracks should be
utilised where possible to minimise scarring on steep hill slopes.

Some sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The settled nature of this coastal area would allow some limited coastal
infrastructure, such as a small pier or jetty, to be constructed. Development
should be designed to be small and low-lying to minimise intrusion on key views
down the East Kyle from land and sea.

Some sensitivity
Land management

Any felling of coniferous plantations on upper hill slopes could affect this coastal
area and particularly views down the East Kyle.

13.10.3 Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach: Opportunities and guidance
• This coastal area is highly sensitive to intrusion by tall wind turbines and
telecomm masts on the skyline of hills which contain the East Kyle and which
form an important component of dramatic views from outer Loch Striven and
Bute and from the A8003.
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13.10.4 Ardmaleish Point to Rhubodach: Photographs

This coastal area has an even and relatively simple
coastline backed by steep and often densely wooded
slopes

Enclosed pastures occasionally occur on predominantly
wooded hill slopes backing the A886

Settlement is sparse comprising small farms located on
lower hill slopes above the coast

This coast is seen in elevated views down the East Kyle
from the A8003
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13.11
Rhubodach to Rubha Glas
This local coastal character area comprises the rugged northern coast of Bute which lies at
the juxtaposition between Loch Riddon and the Kyles of Bute. Although this stretch of coast
is unsettled and difficult to access from the land, it is overlooked from roads and settlement
on the shores of Loch Riddon and is also widely visible from the sea, with the Burnt Isles a
particular feature for sailing craft.
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13.11.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Rhubodach to Rubha Glas
Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Maritime development and
activity

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

This coast lies between the narrow channels of the Kyles of Bute which curve
around the top of Bute and Loch Riddon. The relatively broad body of water
formed at this point is broken by a number of small rocky islands, including the
Burnt Isles cluster, and by the indented coastal edge of this area. An element of
surprise occurs from the sea as the northern end of Bute is rounded and Loch
Riddon, enclosed by towering steep-sided craggy hills, is revealed.
No coastal development is present along this coast. The Kyles of Bute and Loch
Riddon are well used for recreational sailing and the frequent Calmac ferry
between Colintraive and Rhubodach is also visible on the eastern edge of this
area. There are anchorages on the Burnt Isles and at Wreck Bay and Balnakailly
Bay on the Bute coast.
Steep-sided craggy hills, patterned with rocky outcrops, form an irregular coastal
edge of small bays, bluffs and promontories. The coastal edge is less complex to
the east around the broader Balnakailly Bay with a flatter grassy platform backing
a shingle beach. Occasional flatter points, such as Rubha Dubh on the western
Kyle, extend into the sea.
Rugged hills with exposed crags covered with patchy heather and bracken back
the narrow coastal edge. Scrubby woodland traces narrow burns and ledges
between rocky outcrops. More extensive wet oak woodland occurs at Balnakailly
on smoother lower eastern hill slopes. Coniferous woodland is more prevalent on
upper slopes in this area.
This coastal area is not settled and there is no built development or infrastructure
present along the coast. A ruined farmhouse and World War II decoy bunkers are
present inland in the Balnakailly area.

The Maids of Bute, a group of painted rocks associated with the literary character
of Para Handy, are landmark features visible at close quarters from the sea. The
wooded islands within lower Loch Riddon and close to this coastal area also form
focal points especially in more elevated views southwards over the Kyles. The
Burnt Isles are also a landmark feature from the sea.
This coast is difficult to access, particularly in the more rugged western area due
to the absence of roads and tracks. A recently constructed footpath and forest
tracks are present within the community owned Balnakailly Woodland. A strong
sense of seclusion can be experienced although visible settlement and boating
activity precludes true remoteness.
This undeveloped rugged coastal area makes a strong contribution to the high
scenic quality of the Kyles of Bute and the Loch Riddon area where it provides a
contrasting backdrop to the smooth sheltered waters of Loch Riddon which are
broken by small wooded islands and also the more settled eastern and western
densely wooded shores of Loch Riddon.
The numbers of people visiting this coast is likely to be limited although this coast
is seen at close quarters from the sea and from Tighnabruaich. There are views
over the coast and Loch Riddon from elevated parts of the promoted walk within
Balnakailly Woodland. This coastal area forms a key component of extensive
views from celebrated viewpoints on the A8003 over the Kyles of Bute. Views
from the sea are also very important in this highly scenic stretch of the Clyde.
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13.11.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Rhubodach to Rubha Glas
Very high sensitivity
Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrow expanse of the Kyles to the east and west, the irregularity and
ruggedness of the coast and its strong sense of seclusion are all factors
increasing sensitivity. The popularity of this area for recreational sailing and the
presence of elevated views from the A8003 also present major constraints to
marine development.

Very high sensitivity
Settlement

The strongly secluded and undeveloped character of this coast, which provides
a contrast with the more settled shores of Loch Riddon, is a key constraint to this
form of development. Any built development, together with ancillary roads and
transmission lines, would also be likely to be highly visible from the sea and
could intrude on elevated views over the Kyles of Bute.

Very high sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are severely limited by the high
scenic quality and strongly secluded character of this coast. Most forms of built
development and infrastructure would be highly visible from the sea and from
elevated views over the Kyles of Bute and would interrupt the dramatic contrast
which occurs between this rugged undeveloped coast and the more settled
eastern and western fringes of Loch Riddon.

Some sensitivity
Land management

Any felling of coniferous woodland on upper hill slopes could potentially impact
on views.

13.11.3 Rhubodach to Rubha Glas: Opportunities and guidance
• The woodland management plan for Balnakailly Woodland should remove
Sitka Spruce plantings on upper hill slopes and extend native woodland into
this area to enhance the rugged and natural character of this coast.
• This coastal area (and the wider Loch Riddon and Kyles of Bute seascape
areas) would be highly sensitive to intrusion by tall structures such as wind
turbines and telecomm masts sited in adjacent upland areas and visible on
the skyline of hills which provide the wider setting to these seascapes.
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13.11.4 Rhubodach to Rubha Glas: Photographs

Although the craggy northern end of Bute is
unsettled and difficult to access it is highly visible
from the A8003

Rugged slopes, rough terrain and an absence of
settlement contribute to the strong sense of
wildness experienced in this coastal area
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13.12
Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay
The western Kyle generally forms a narrow and fairly straight channel around 1.5km wide
between the Isle of Bute and the mainland but tapering to the north as the low rounded
peninsula of Kilmichael protrudes into the sea. The northern extent of this coastal character
area is marked by a distinct change in the character of the coast and hinterland
corresponding to the rugged, craggy uplands of north Bute and the increasing constriction of
the western Kyle.
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13.12.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics
Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay
Maritime influences and
experience from the sea

Kildavannan Point marks the threshold to the western Kyle where the more open
and expansive Firth (with views of Arran, Inchmarnock and much of Bute) narrows
to form a narrowing channel contained by hills which gradually rise to the north.

Maritime development and
activity

This stretch of water is popular with recreational sailors and well-used by the
sailing school based at Carry Farm sited on the opposite shore of the Kyle. There
are anchorages at Black Farland Bay and Ettrick Bay.

Character and experience
of the coastline

Topography and land use
of hinterland

Settlement pattern, built
development and
infrastructure

Setting of landmarks and
features

Experience of isolated
coast

Aesthetic qualities

Visual amenity and key
Viewpoints

A pronounced raised beach coastline occurs in the south and comprises a narrow
rocky and shingle beach and band of small flat pastures backed by a low wooded
scarp. The farmed platform against the coast tapers at Glecknabae and woodland
increasingly fringes the coastal edge. The shore is subtly indented with the
rounded promontory of Kilmichael extending into the Kyle. Broader beaches occur
at either end of this promontory.
Small, gorse-fringed pastures occur on the raised beach platform and on lower hill
slopes. Extensive and richly diverse oak, ash and hazel woodland covers hill
slopes to the north and the rocky scarp slopes of the raised beach. Well-managed
pastures are enclosed by stout stone walls on the Kilmichael promontory.
This coastal character area is sparsely settled. A row of small cottages sits at the
base of the raised beach scarp at Kildavannan and there are small farms at
Glecknabae and Kilmichael. This coast has a rich archaeological heritage with
many chambered cairns and the ruinous St Michael’s Chapel on the Kilmichael
promontory. The remains of an old ferry port are also present, evidence of the
close historical links between the Kilmichael area and the settlements of Kames
and Tighnabruaich. A narrow public road is aligned close to the coast ending at a
small car park for walkers at Glecknabae. A farm track provides access further
north along the coast to Kilmichael.
The chambered cairn of ‘Michael’s Grave’ and St Michael’s Chapel located on the
Kilmichael promontory are landmark features set within simple well-kept pastures.
There are long views southwards down the Kyle to the mountains of Arran from
these elevated features. The craggy uplands of north Bute strongly contain the
promontory and form an essential part of the setting of archaeological features.
This coast is settled and farmed in places so is not isolated. The absence of
through road access and sparse nature of settlement however provides a strong
sense of seclusion.
The juxtaposition of sea, smooth pastures and extensive broadleaved woodlands,
back-dropped by rugged hills results in a highly scenic composition, seen at its
best in the Kilmichael area. The rich archaeology in this area provides further
enhancement and contributes to the strong sense of place associated with this
part of the coast.
Views from the minor public road between Kildavannan and Glecknabae are
intermittently screened by vegetation, where open they focus on the opposite
shore of Ardlamont. Kildavannan Point and the Kilmichael promontory feature
dramatic views southwards down the Kyle to the more open Firth and the
mountains of Arran. This coast is seen at close quarters from the sea with the
popular anchorage at Kames lying very close-by.
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13.12.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development
Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay
Very high sensitivity
Off shore development
including fish farms

The narrowness of the Kyle, high visibility from roads and the settlements of
Kames and Tighnabruaich and dramatic views down the Kyle from the
Kilmichael promontory increase sensitivity to any form of off shore marine
development.

High sensitivity
Settlement

This coast is sparsely settled with small cottages and farms sited on lower hill
slopes and at the base of raised beach scarp slopes. While it would be
straightforward to replicate this pattern, a special characteristic of this area is its
strong sense of history and place which could be adversely affected by new built
development. The open pastures on raised beach platforms, points and
promontories also contribute to the scenic quality of this coast, providing a
contrast with more densely wooded parts of the coast. These areas would be
very sensitive to built development. Some very limited scope may exist for small
scale housing development set back from these pastures and backed by rising
wooded slopes. The highest design quality would be necessary.

High sensitivity
Other built development,
including roads and
coastal infrastructure

The narrow, winding road contributes to the experience of the coast and the long
walk in to the Kilmichael area accentuates its seclusion and the perception of
‘discovery’. Coastal infrastructure would be likely to impact on the sense of
history and seclusion and possibly also the setting to landmark archaeological
features in the Kilmichael area. Although the less diverse coast to the south
would be more able to accommodate coastal infrastructure development,
significant intrusion on key views down the Kyle to Arran from the Kilmichael
area would need to be avoided.

High sensitivity
Land management

The strong association between land use and landform, with woodland on the
steeper slopes and pasture on level or gently sloping fertile terraces and points
is a strong characteristic that should be conserved.

13.12.3 Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay: Opportunities and guidance
• There are very limited opportunities to accommodate new settlement in this
highly sensitive coastal area. Any development should be small in scale to fit
with the character of existing buildings, set back from the coast road and open
pastures and be of the highest design quality.
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13.12.4 Rubha Glas to Ettrick Bay: Photographs

Extensive oak and hazel woodland covers craggy slopes
backing the coast

Long views south down the kyle from the Kilmichael area
focus on the mountains of Arran

The Kilmichael area is rich in archaeology with St
Michael's Chapel (seen here in the foreground) having
strong links to Kames and Tighnabruaich

The raised beach coast in the Kildavanan area is backed
by pastures and a low wooded scarp
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